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Abstract. The Rutgers Computational Grid (RCG) project is aimed at providing high throughput performance to Rutgers university faculty
and students. The RCG employs dual processor PCs, with Pentium II and III processors, as computational nodes, running the Linux RedHat
operating system. The Load Sharing Facility (LSF) scheduling system from Platform Computing is used for job control and monitoring.
The nodes are grouped into subclusters physically located in several departments and controlled by a single master node through LSF. The
hardware and software used in RCG are described. Utilization and performance issues, including parallel performance, are discussed based
on the experience of the first two years of RCG operation.
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1. Introduction
One of the new and important directions in modern computing is the computational grid [7], usually described as
a collection of clusters, or ‘super-cluster’, consisting of inexpensive, PC-based machines and managed by a scheduling system. Foster and Kesselman [10] describe five primary classes of grid applications: distributed supercomputing, in which grid resources are used to solve very large
problems; high-throughput computing, in which grid resources are used to solve large numbers of small tasks;
on-demand, in which grids are used to meet peak needs for
computational resources; collaborative, in which grids are
used to connect people; and data-intensive, which focuses on
coupling of distributed data resources. Dongarra [8] provides
a number of examples of grids in development or operation,
implementing all or some of this applications. The Rutgers
Computational Grid (RCG), described in this paper, is optimized for an academic environment. Such an environment
is characterized by a diverse mix of computational requirement for different academic units, irregular periods of peak
activity followed by the periods of relatively limited usage
and a mixture of a parallel and scalar jobs (see [13] for another example of computational grid for academic environ∗ Corresponding author.
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ment). Berkley Network Of Workstations (NOW) [3] present
another example of distributed computational grid, although
composed mostly from Sun workstations rather than PCs.
Therefore, the RCG is primarily utilized for the second and
third of these purposes: to provide a high-throughput computing platform and to provide additional resources for peakperformance periods. The clusters comprising the RCG are
physically distributed with individual groups of machines located in remote locations (and owned by different academic
units) and primarily used to support local users while also
providing additional CPU resources for peak periods of computational grid utilization when jobs which exceed the limits of a local group of machines can be dispatched to others
which have available CPU resources. We refer to a group
of machines physically located in one place and belonging to
one owner as a subcluster. The size of jobs submitted to a
computational grid are usually larger than would be feasible
to run on a personal workstation, but usually do not exceed
capability of the local subcluster. Typically, grids such as the
RCG utilize a batch scheduling system, controlled by a single
master. Allan [1] provides a survey of different batch scheduling systems available for this purpose. We choose LSF batch
scheduling system [17] for this purpose as a flexible and reliable commercially supported system.
This paper describes the configuration of a high throughput
performance computational grid (the Rutgers Computational
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Grid – RCG) established at the Rutgers University and discusses the experience and lessons learned during the first two
years of its operation from January 2000 to January 2002. Utilization statistics, including experience with parallel codes,
development of the batch queue system and possible directions of future work are discussed.

nected through a 100 Mbps Fast Ethernet network, while connection between subclusters is provided through a 10 Mbps
network.
2.2. Software
The operating system on the RCG machines is RedHat Linux
Version 6,1, 6.2 and 7.2, Load Sharing Facility (LSF) [17],
a scheduling system developed by Platform Computing, provides scheduling and batch service for the cluster. The RCG
utilizes LSF version 3.2 Standard Edition which includes Basic LSF and LSF Batch. It should be noted that neither LSF

2. System description
2.1. Hardware
The Rutgers Computational Grid (RCG) is comprised of 58
dual processor PC computational nodes. The processors are a
mixture of 400 MHz Pentium IIs (Deschutes) and 450, 500
(Katmai), 550, 850 and 1000 MHz Pentium IIIs (Coppermine). The history of the RCG development is summarized
in the table 1. Most machines have 512 MB RAM, except for
one with 1 GB RAM and four others with 256 MB RAM. The
Engineering nodes were upgraded to 1 GB RAM and Psychology nodes to 512 MB RAM in October 2001. Most of
the nodes have 7 GB IDE hard drives which are used only
for system files. Several machines each have an additional
20 GB hard drive which serves as user directories. The nodes
are distributed in five subclusters located in different academic units (figure 1 illustrates RCG configuration on September 2001). Three of the subclusters (Chemistry, Engineering
and Physics) are located on the New Brunswick campus. The
Psychology subcluster is located on the Newark campus (approximately 23 miles to the north) and the Computer Science
subcluster on the Camden campus (approximately 58 miles to
the south). The three campuses are connected by a 155 Mbps
ATM link. All of the machines within the subclusters are con-

Table 1
RCG hardware addition history.
Date

Subcluster

Jan 10
Apr 13
Apr 20
Apr 28

Engineering
Chemistry
Physics
Psychology

Jun 5
Aug 2
Aug 7
Aug 8
Nov 8
Apr 1

Engineering
Physics
Chemistry
Physics
Computer Science
Engineering

Aug 1

Engineering

Sep 25

Psychology

Figure 1. RCG cluster configuration.

Number and type of processors
added to RCG
16 Pentium II 400 MHz
10 Pentium II 400 MHz
10 Pentium II 400 MHz
6 Pentium III 500 MHz
1 Pentium II 400 MHz
12 Pentium III 550 MHz
16 Pentium III 550 MHz
12 Pentium III 550 MHz
12 Pentium III 550 MHz
8 Pentium III 450 MHz
12 Pentium III 850 MHz
(replacement)
4 Pentium III 1000 MHz
4 Pentium III 550 MHz
(replacement)
2 Pentium III 500 MHz
(replacement)
8 Pentium III 500 MHz
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Multicluster nor LSF Parallel software was acquired. All machines, irrespective to which subcluster they belong, have the
same master, so the term “subcluster” should not be confused with “subcluster” in LSF literature, which refers to fully
independent subclusters managed through LSF Multicluster.
The Mpich 1.2.0 release [18] of MPI is used for parallel jobs
on machines belonging to a single subcluster. No MPI jobs
across the subclusters are permitted, since the efficiency of
message passing decreases dramatically when machines from
different subclusters are involved due to the high network traffic between subclusters.

provide selected users (or groups of users) with different priorities, to optimize matching job requirements and available
resources (such as RAM, availability of certain software on
specific group of nodes or ensuring that all nodes executing MPI job would be taken from the same subcluster) and
to maintain a uniform level of resource utilization across the
grid. Detailed description of the configuration can be found
on the RCG website [19].

2.3. System configuration

One of the important goals of the RCG development was to
provide users with a low cost platform for parallel computing. To evaluate the performance of the grid in a multiprocessor mode, a representative Computational Fluid Dynamics
(CFD) code [16] performing Large Eddy Simulation (LES)
of isotropic turbulence decay was used as a benchmark. The
code uses the mpich distribution of MPI. The code is parallelized by dividing the computational domain into independently processed subdomains for each processor, with halo
cells layer exchange employed to maintain domain unity. Figure 2 illustrates the speedup demonstrated for a test problem
on 643 grid. It shows that the scalability remains good for
both Pentium II and III based nodes, with predictably lower
speedup for faster nodes, due to the lower calculation to communication time ratio. Figure 3 illustrates the results of the
scaled speedup benchmark for parallel jobs with different
number of processors. For this benchmark, the grid was modified to keep a constant size number of cells for each processor.
The benchmark was performed using two C compilers, PGI C
and Gnu C, both with and without optimization options. It is
seen that the plot is practically horizontal, indicating good
scalability. It also shows the absence of significant network
related degradation of performance inside a single subcluster,
justifying use of inexpensive Fast Ethernet network.

All of the machines are controlled by a single master, which
also serves as a license server and provides disk space for the
common software used by all or most of the nodes (e.g., compilers, MPI parallel software and specific tools which individual academic units would like to be available on the RCG or
on the specific subcluster machines). Each subcluster has its
own login machine which is the only machine available for
users from that academic unit. This machine also mounts the
users’ home directories on a dedicated hard drive. Additional
hard drives containing extended home space are available for
the Engineering and Chemistry users. To ensure user space
uniformity, users’ home directories are exported to all participating machines. Thus, a job is always executed in the user’s
home directory, regardless of which particular node it is executed on, unless the user specifically requests otherwise (for
example a job requiring significant I/O may be given access to
a local scratch disk on the execution machine, which can be
achieved by a simple script). User accounts are maintained
through Network Information Service (NIS), which insures
uniform availability of each machine for a job submitted by
any user.
The parallel codes are implemented with the MPI protocol, using mpich 1.2.0 realization. Mpich supports both
C and FORTRAN compilers installed on the RCG. The RCG
provides users with PGI and Gnu C and FORTRAN compilers. Individual academic units may also install additional software for their users.
Since one of the primary aims of the RCG project is high
throughput computing using a batch scheduling system, users
are not permitted to run interactive jobs on the RCG. This
does not present a significant inconvenience for users, since
most users have access to Linux PC workstations, nearly identical to individual nodes of the RCG, and therefore able to
develop their codes and process the results of computations
outside of the grid without having to convert data file formats
and executables. Users can request that they be automatically
notified by the system through email when their job either
completes or exits.
The distribution and execution of submitted jobs is controlled by a system of batch queues. Modifying or creating
additional queues allows a high degree of flexibility and allows the LSF administrator control over resource allocation,
job priorities and limits, etc. Queues can be configured to

3. Performance

Figure 2. Non-scaled speedup, LES, 643 grid.
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Figure 3. Scaled speedup, LES, 643 grid.

4. Analyses of experience
4.1. Queue system
The individual subclusters, comprising computational grid,
are tied together through the batch scheduling system. Its
function is to control the distribution of submitted jobs between and within individual subclusters according to specific
resource requirements of a particular jobs, available resources
and established policies to achieve a maximum efficiency of
the grid as a whole. The choice of the scheduler and job distribution algorithm is therefore of particular importance for
achieving high performance of the computational grid. The
choice of an optimal scheduler strategy is a matter of an active
discussion among grid computing community, with a number
of both custom designed and commercially available batch
scheduler software packages being discussed (see, for example [4–6,11]).
The efficient scheduler should support a flexible hierarchy
satisfying established priority and quota policies in multi-user
environment as well as providing high performance of the
grid as a whole. The problem of allocating a mutually acceptable share of computational resources to all users is particularly important for the computational grid, since its components are often owned by different entities with individual
user groups and specific requirements. Therefore, it is often
necessary to create a hierarchy of user groups and individual
users with individual priority, available resource and resource
share allocations. A number of different algorithms realizing
such hierarchy, including fair-share [12,15] and proportionalshare [5] scheduling were proposed. This user resource allocation algorithm should also be realized in a way compatible
with the requirement of providing high performance of the
whole grid by efficient load balancing. One of the primary
load balancing issue being discussed is the realization of the
optimal scheduling in heterogeneous environment characteristic for the computational grid architecture. The examples

are discussed in [4,6]. Another difficult problem is the optimization of the mix of both scalar and parallel jobs, characteristic for many computational grid. The issue is discussed
in details in [2,4,9]. In most of discussed cases, however,
the efficient scheduling optimization would require some advance knowledge of application properties, which is not always available, particularly when, as in our case, computational grid is used as a research tool and most of the applications are user-developed. Optimization of a mix of parallel
and scalar jobs represent a particular problem if it is combined
with grid heterogeneity [6].
A number of shareware and commercially supported batch
scheduler software packages are available on the market, such
as Condor, Cluster Controller, LSF, PBS, etc. (see, for example [1] for survey of some of the available options). For
the RCG we choose the Load Sharing Facility (LSF) [17]
designed by Platform Computing due to its flexibility, easy
of use and availability of customer support. The LSF control job distribution and resource allocation through a set of
batch queues, which can be configured with necessary features, such as priority setting, fair-share or user resource quotas, etc. Each queue can be configured both to be accessible
only by the specific group of users, and to distribute submitted
jobs to a specific group of hosts, creating additional flexibility
in matching users with computational resources according to
a specific policy. A large number of configurable options in
the queues provides a high degree of flexibility and allows the
LSF administrator control over resource allocation, job priorities and limits, etc., by creating a set of queues.
The RCG was created to provide a high-throughput computing platform in the academic environment, characterized
by a very diverse range of application and significant variation of load with time. Each of the five participating academic units has an unique set of application executed on the
RCG, resulting in different computation resources requirements. Academic units also have different number of users,
peak utilization period frequency and duration, and user access policy. It is also important to notice that the primary
function of the RCG is that of the research and development
tool, and the majority of the application executed on the RCG
are user developed. This make it often difficult or impossible
to accurately predict in advance the requirements of computation resources, or their variation with time. This diversity and
unpredictability made the development of mutually acceptable resource allocation policy particularly difficult. Therefore, we adopt an empirical approach, observing the realistic
pattern of load evolution, and using it later for development
of a queue system tailored for our environment.
During the pilot phase (January–October 2000) of the
RCG operation it was configured with a queue set deliberately
restricted to a small number of the simple queues. The aims
of this initial queue system were to support the primary grid
function of job distribution between the subclusters during
peak periods and allow accumulation of the experience in order to formulate the requirements for a more advanced queue
system for the production phase. The basic set of queues
was configured based on a proprietary principle, i.e., designed
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to attempt execution of the job submitted by a member of a
given academic unit on the node belonging to that academic
unit. Each of the academic units has their own queue and
only members of that academic unit have an access to corresponding queues. All the queues have the same priority.
This arrangement provides for the most jobs being executed
on ‘proprietary’ subcluster, therefore justifying their purchase
for corresponding academic units, while allowing to use free
resources on other subclusters during peak utilization periods,
when one (or several) of the academic units have requirement
for more nodes than it is available in the ‘proprietary’ subcluster. No fairshare or fixed limitation on the number of jobs
submitted by a given user and/or academic unit was implemented and the jobs are executed by First Come-First Served
principle. One of the aims of this simple arrangement was explicitly to observe the “natural” load distribution which may
serve as a basis for developing the production phase queue.
In addition, this system allowed a simple way of estimating
the relative amount of computation done by different academic units (since all but excessive jobs are executed on their
own subclusters), and to a significant extent leaves control of
the subcluster in the hands of their owners. Only when the
amount of the submitted jobs exceeds the capability of the
local subcluster do the jobs start to be dispatched to the available processors on the other subclusters, demonstrating the
most important feature of the computational grid: an efficient
way to accommodate ‘peak loads’ by redistribution of excess
load to remote subclusters.
Three additional queue types were implemented at the start
of the RCG operations. One of them was requested by one of
the academic units for the purpose of code development and
testing and was configured to give jobs submitted to it higher
priority but limiting runtime for any job to fifteen minutes in
order to avoid a negative influence on other jobs. Another
queue which was suggested and implemented at the beginning of the pilot phase was a traditional for batch scheduling
systems night queue, allowing users to submit a large number
of jobs which would be run during the ‘quiet hours’. Another
special queue(s) were created for submission of the MPI job
which will be discussed separately.
The practical experience with this simple set of queues
proves highly successful. Practically all serial jobs were submitted to the ‘standard’ proprietary queues. A small job
queue, created explicitly for code testing and debugging, was
left almost unused, despite the initial request for its creation.
The primary explanation is that the RCG nodes are off-theshelf PC nodes, nearly identical to the personal workstations
and all code development and processing of the results can be
done there without necessity to recompile executables, rendering small jobs queue redundant. Similarly, experience of
the RCG operation show that there were little advantage of
using the night queue in the RCG environment. Analyses of
LSF log files shows that many jobs were actually launched in
the interval 10 pm–6 am (actually this time produced more
than 20% of all submitted jobs), traditionally considered as a
“low load time”. Since most of the jobs run at least a full day,
the load on the system varies insignificantly with the time of
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the day, rendering a night queue unnecessary. On the other
hand, practical experience indicates the necessity of creating another queue. Most of the Chemistry users are using
the commercial Gaussian software in conjunction with their
code. It was observed by several users that when two of such
jobs were running on the same node, the runtime significantly
increased, most probably due to concurrent use of the same
software by two processors on the same node, which would
often lead to simultaneous disk access requests from different
processes, slowing down job execution. As a corrective measure a special queue was created which limited submission
of jobs from that queue to one per node, effectively removing the reason of the slow down.1 Another special queue was
created for users running jobs with the use of Matlab software, specifying a set of nodes on which this software was
configured. The issue of grid heterogeneity, increasing with
each new upgrade, was addressed by setting CPU values in
resource configuration files, which ensured that the job would
be always dispatched on the fastest available CPU (albeit only
within a subcluster, due to a ‘proprietary’ principle of queues
organization).
Despite original intention to implement a fairshare, or
fixed quotas, on the amount of runtime available for individual users and/or academic units based on condition of jobs
waiting in the queue after the end of the pilot phase, this simple queue set was retained throughout most of the first year
of the production phase. While it was noted that a very small
group of users utilized a seemingly disproportionate amount
of time exceeding the time of all other users combined, the
limited number of “friendly users”, utilizing the RCG during
the pilot phase, and fast expansion of the RCG itself resulted
in a limited applicability of obtained load pattern information to a full production phase operations and do not indicate
the necessity of the immediate alteration of queue system. In
this situation the inherent difficulty of formulating a mutually
acceptable policy for the five academic units with different
numbers of users, runtime and work load requirements led to
delaying the decision until it become truly necessary and sufficient information become available to design the superior
queue set.
Sufficient amount data on utilization pattern was observed
in the course of the first year of production phase to justify
rethinking of the queue system. It was confirmed, that despite
significantly larger number of users, a small number of users
are still capable to utilize unproportional share of computation
resources, prompting requests for introduction of fairshare
and/or job submission limit. While the full utilization of all
RCG nodes was observed only during relatively short periods
of time, the overall utilization level was consistently high (see
utilization section for details). In this condition a group of
long running jobs were able to ‘displace’ jobs with a shorter
runtime to the nodes with slower CPU, which prompt suggestion of separation of jobs of significantly different length
into different queues. Also, the grid was observed to be saturated by simultaneous submission of very large number of
relatively small jobs, which led to establishing of the upper
limit for the total number of jobs submitted, both by individ-
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ual users and academic units. These experience resulted in the
development of new queues set commissioned in fall 2001.
The new queue set is still based on ‘proprietary’ principle, with each academic unit now having three basic queue,
for the short (less then one day), medium (between one and
five days) and long (between five and twenty five days) jobs
with the limitation on the number of jobs in each queue which
can be submitted simultaneously which was derived from observed load pattern. Within each queue, user job priority is
determined by the fairshare, with priority dropping proportionally to number of jobs user submit during a certain time
interval.
However, the academic environment may present situations, such as when a group of users need to conclude their
calculations before a fixed deadline, when using of fairshare
may be impractical. In order to resolve such situations a special queue is currently under consideration, which would allow a group of designated users to temporary use a higher
priority for execution of their jobs, including displacing and
suspending the lower priority jobs already in process of execution by the RCG.
4.2. Parallel jobs
With increasing popularity of the parallel computing, one
of the major goals of the RCG project is to provide a userfriendly environment capable of supporting parallel jobs with
a moderate number of processors. Due to the concept of
the RCG as a cost-efficient, high-throughput system, it was
not intended or optimized to handle massively parallel tasks.
However, as was previously shown, it demonstrates a high efficiency for the small-to-medium size parallel jobs. The size
of the parallel jobs on the RCG is limited both by technical
and policy considerations. Due to the limited speed of intersubcluster communication, it is obviously impractical to run
a parallel job on the nodes belonging to different subclusters,
which limit a theoretical maximum size of the job to the capacity of the largest subcluster. Special queues were created
for the Engineering and the Physics academic units for submission of parallel jobs to ensure that all requested processors
would be chosen from the same subcluster. Since the preferred policy at this stage is to try to accommodate local users
on their own subcluster, separate MPI specific queues were
created for different academic units, limiting execution hosts
to ones belonging to local subcluster. In the future, however,
it might be preferable to implement a single parallel queue,
which would submit MPI jobs to any of the subclusters which
have sufficient number of available processors, irrespective to
the code ownership.
Another important issue for the parallel jobs is the influence of processor inhomogeneity. The acquisition of the RCG
nodes over an extended period of time resulted in a different processor being utilized on individual nodes. Our tests
demonstrates that the benchmark MPI code, when run on a
collection of processors even with close CPU speeds (e.g.,
400 and 550 MHz) suffers a significant penalty. Given that
the benchmarks on 550 MHz nodes demonstrate 1.52 times
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higher speed than on 400 MHz nodes we observe only a 55–
70% processor usage on the faster nodes. The unused CPU
time is spent waiting for the slower nodes to complete calculations. Such losses are obviously increasing with the increase
in the processor speed disparity. Users had reported an experience, when a parallel job, being sent on the different types
of processor, require longer time to complete than a similar
sized scalar job submitted to the quicker node. To avoid such
waste of computational resources, the parallel queues were
further refined to include only homogeneous processors, farther restricting the acceptable job size.
This restriction, however, was reinforced by the policy
consideration of the RCG as a high throughput system, intended to provide resources for a large number of users with
a mix of a scalar and parallel jobs. Obviously, massively parallel jobs denying the CPU resources for the other users for
an extended period of time can lead to unproportional allocation of available resources to the single user. On the other
hand, massively parallel jobs were often waiting for extended
periods of time in the queue until the requested number of
processors became available simultaneously on a given subcluster. Therefore, restricting the size of the parallel jobs
to the number of heterogeneous nodes in a given subcluster solves both the problem of parallel execution inefficiency
and conflict between parallel and scalar job requests. With
reduced maximum parallel job sizes it becomes practical to
introduce processor reservation. If the scheduling system is
unable to find sufficient number of appropriate processors at
a moment of job submission it would try to reserve every additional processor as they become available until the required
amount can be reached. By setting higher priority to the parallel jobs it is possible to ensure that this reservation would
have higher priority than scalar jobs submitted in the general
queue. The reservation can be withdrawn, if the requested
number of processor is not attained after a specified maximum time. With the modification of basic queue system in
the fall 2001, this system was modified to include back-fill
option. This option allows to back-fill scalar jobs to be executed on the reserved processors if its expected execution
time is less than time which would be required to attain the
necessary number of processors for parallel jobs. This option,
while obviously attractive, was not implemented to date, as it
would require users to specify explicitly code execution time;
since the RCG is used primarily as a research instrument,
however, it is usually difficult or impossible to predict code
running time with any accuracy, making this option seldom
used. With the new basic queue set, separated by expected
maximum length, this options becomes practical. While it is
often not possible to determine the exact time the job would
require to complete, it is usually possible to estimate upper
limit of this time to separate job into short, medium and long
runtime categories. That would allow to back-fill any job submitted into the short runtime category.
Experience with parallel operations indicate one potential
vulnerability of the MPI codes, namely high sensitivity to
memory chips errors. A number of MPI jobs failed due to
apparently faulty memory chips. These failures led to the
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Figure 4. Percentage of MPI jobs, 10 day increments.

Figure 5. Percentage of time used by MPI jobs, 10 day increments.

Table 2
Distribution of waiting time.
Time waiting

Percent from total

in a queue

All jobs

Parallel jobs

< 2 min
2 min–1 h
1 h–3 h
3 h–8 h
>8 h

82.4
4.4
3.7
3.4
6.1

87.7
4.5
2.3
2.8
2.7

undesirable situation where an MPI code failed on some of
the nodes, while the others nodes continued to wait for the
signal from them until user manually killed the remaining
processes. This resulted in a significant loss of runtime. This
indicates the necessity to implement a pre-execution script
which would be started on all of the nodes chosen for execution of the MPI code and would control its status, sending
a termination signal to all processes used by the MPI code in
case of failure on any particular processor.
Despite the fact that only five users actively used MPI in
their codes (figure 11), parallel jobs represent a significant
share of the RCG workload. At certain times near the end of
the pilot phase, MPI jobs represented nearly 30% of all submitted jobs and used almost 50% of total runtime, although
a value around 20% of CPU time is more common, making parallel jobs an important component of RCG operations
(see figures 4 and 5). It should also be noted, that average
queue waiting time for submitted job is acceptably low (see
table 2). 87.7% of the parallel job start execution less than
2 minutes after submission, i.e., they receive requested number of processors immediately. Only 2.7% of all parallel job
wait in the queue more than 8 hours.
4.3. Utilization
During the first two years of operation, thirty one users from
four academic units were actively2 utilizing the RCG. Fig-

Figure 6. Runtime hours for individual academic units, 10 day increments.

ures 6 and 7 summarize evolution of the RCG load in terms
of wall clock run time used and number of jobs submitted
in ten day increments. Figure 6 shows continuous growth of
the run time hours during first twenty months of operation. It
should be noted that during this time the processors were upgraded and the same number of runtime hours in September
2001 corresponds to significantly large CPU resource than in
January 2000.
The figures 6, 7 and 8 shows total run time, number of jobs
and utilization percentage by users from each academic unit
regardless of where the job executed on the RCG. Although
the utilization level is subject to sharp changes due to such
factors as the time of the year and addition of new nodes to the
grid, the average utilization is approximately 75% and during two month in the spring 2001 exceed 90%. Despite this
high average utilization level (and short periods of grid satu-
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Figure 7. Jobs submission for individual academic units, 10 day increments.

Figure 9. Comparison of the RCG utilization by academic units vs. subclusters (January 2000–September 2001).

Figure 8. RCG utilization by users, 10 day increments.

Figure 10. Utilization of individual subclusters and total available resources,
10 day increments.

ration), relatively few jobs were held in the queue waiting for
the available processors. Table 2 illustrate an average queue
waiting time for all and parallel jobs. It can be seen that more
than 80% of all jobs are dispatched immediately (with waiting time less than two minutes) after entering the queue. Only
6% of all jobs are delayed for more than eight hours. The utilization level for individual academic units on the figure 8 appears higher than 100% at several periods, implying that the
resources requested by this academic unit exceeded available
local resources, and some of their jobs were transferred to the
other subclusters of the grid. Figure 9 illustrates the cumulative utilization of the RCG through August 2001. It can be
seen that run time of all jobs submitted by the more active
academic units exceeds the total run time for all machines in

their local subclusters, resulting in overflow jobs being sent to
other academic units whose subclusters have CPU time available. This is one of the principal advantages of the RCG:
it provides additional computing capability to academic units
during periods of peak utilization by making available unused
CPU cycles from the other academic units.
Unlike previously discussed figures, figure 10 shows runtime for individual subclusters regardless of which users utilize them. It also shows the theoretical upper limit of total
available resources (see also table 1 for the hardware addition history of the RCG).3 Note that due to episodic downtimes, routine maintenance, etc., the real resources availability would be somewhat less than the indicated theoretically
available limit. Comparison figures 10 and 6 shows that
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Table 3
Distribution of the job sizes.
Length of
job (h)
0–12
12–24
24–48
48–120
> 120

Percent from all
jobs submitted

Percent from
total CPU time used

58.0
10.7
11.8
13.0
6.5

5.2
5.5
12.1
28.5
48.7

during high utilization periods the ‘proprietary’ principle becomes largely irrelevant. Due to the First Come-First Served
nature of the job processing and random job execution duration, jobs have almost equal chance to be dispatched on any of
the subclusters which would first have available nodes. Figure 10 also illustrate that Psychology and Computer Science
subcluster were continuously utilized, despite the lack of local users submissions.
Figures 4 and 5 indicates the percentage of MPI parallel
jobs submitted by each academic unit to the RCG and the
time consumed by parallel jobs. It is seen that this percentage
is gradually increasing, with MPI jobs taking approximately
50% of the total RCG runtime and constituting approximately
twenty percent of all submitted jobs. Therefore, MPI operation represents a very significant part of the RCG utilization
and justifies particular attention in planning and developing
resource utilization facilities. User experience demonstrates
that execution of MPI code on the RCG does not present a
problem for the user. However, it was found that efficient
processing of parallel codes requires creation of dedicated
queues to allow intelligent use of the resources. Apart from
designating machines on which MPI code could execute, such
a queue should also automatically launch a system monitoring script to avoid the waste of CPU time in case of MPI code
failure. It was found that the failure of one node executing an
MPI code does not always lead to aborting of the code and
other nodes continue to wait for the failing one until they are
stopped by the user, which can result in significant waste of
CPU time for large jobs. It was also found that MPI jobs are
more sensitive to the quality of the RAM than single processor jobs. A significant number of failed MPI jobs were attributed to faulty memory chips.
Table 3 illustrate the distribution of jobs execution duration and a share of overall CPU time used by jobs of different duration.4 It can be seen, that while the 58% of all
jobs run with execution time less than 12 hours, they constitute only 5% of CPU time used. Almost half of total CPU
time was used by the jobs which require more than five days
(120 hours) to complete.5 This conforms with the purpose of
the computational grid to serve as a platform for the calculation which are impractical on the personal workstations.
Table 4 and figure 11 illustrate the distribution of number
of jobs and percentage of a total RCG resources used by the
active users as of August 2001. Note that both successfully
completed and failed jobs are considered for average job run
time calculation, where failed jobs encompass user code error, hardware problem during execution, MPI failure, delib-

Table 4
Distribution of number of submitted jobs
January 2000–August 2001.
Number of jobs
submitted
< 100
100–500
500–3000
> 3000

Number
of users
8
10
8
5

Figure 11. Percentage of the RCG resources used by individual users.
Table 5
Distribution of average job sizes (successful
jobs January 2000–August 2001).
Average length of
job (h)
0–12
12–24
24–48
> 48

Number
of users
9
8
9
5

erate termination of the job by user, etc. It is seen that the
three most active users are responsible for more than 55% of
all CPU resources used on the RCG, which prompt the introduction of fairshare in the new queue system. It can also
be noted that the large percentage of runtime hours accumulated by the two out of four of the most active users have
done so in significant extent due to extensive use of parallel
applications. Table 5 and figure 126 shows average duration
of the job for individual users. As can be seen, the majority of users utilize the RCG to run CPU intensive jobs rather
than large amounts of relatively small jobs that could be executed at personal workstations, thereby confirming the paradigm of high throughput computing. Table 5 demonstrates
that slightly less than a thirty percent of users utilize RCG
for executing jobs with an average computation time below
12 hours, 12–24 hours and 24–48 hours, and 16% for jobs
with average completion time above 48 hours.
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Figure 13. RCG-2 experimental cluster configuration.
Figure 12. Average length of job for individual users.

5. Heterogeneous cluster
From the very beginning of the RCG project, one of the goals
was to implement cycle scavaging, when jobs waiting in the
batch queue would be able to use unused cycles on nondedicated computers. Each large organization, such as university, possesses a number of computers, used only in an
interactive mode and therefore used less than 25% of the time
at best. It would be a highly attractive opportunity, if it would
be possible to add such non-dedicated machines to the grid, to
be used in the off-time hours. Despite attractiveness of such
arrangement, there are several non-trivial issues which need
to be resolved first. One of them concerns security consideration, since in the current form the RCG requires both NFS
disk mounting and NIS user account sharing. Another problem is related to the necessity to implement checkpointing
(which is useful, but not crucial feature for dedicated nodes)
to allow jobs to be checkpointed and migrated to the dedicated
cluster after primary owner would start interactive session.
Another important problem is that non-dedicated machines
may have an operation systems which are different from the
one used in the RCG. LSF is capable supporting cluster of heterogeneous nodes. To test the operation of such a heterogeneous cluster, the RCG-2, an experimental cluster consisting
of two double processor nodes running the Linux operation
system and 5 single and 2 quad processor nodes running Windows 2000 was implemented. The primary aim of this project
was to gain experience of operation of the heterogeneous cluster and test its stability, as well as different approaches to its
configuration.
The RCG-2 (see figure 13) was tested in February–May
2001. Different types of filesystem sharing, such as UNIX
utilities for Windows, allowing standard NFS sharing and
Samba were tested. The cluster demonstrates practical capability of the LSF to handle a heterogeneous cluster and provides reasonably stable operations. The planned integration

of RCG-2 into the RCG at the current moment is delayed due
to the necessity to upgrade the RCG LSF from version 3.2
to 4.1, supporting Windows 2000 operation system, which
would require temporary shutdown of the grid.
6. Conclusion and future work
The RCG demonstrates the validity of the computational grid
concept in academic environment. The RCG was created to
provide faculty and students of participating academic units
of Rutgers University with a shared computational resources
for high throughput computing that could be utilized in a flexible and efficient manner. The RCG began operation using
LSF in January 2000. The RCG currently includes 58 dedicated dual processor computers combined in five subclusters. It has proven to be a highly reliable system, with low
downtime and high utilization and in a high demand among
students and faculty of participating academic units. The utilization level of the grid approaches 80%, while utilization
by some academic units exceeds the maximum available on
their local subcluster. The excess jobs are automatically dispatched to the available hosts at other academic units, successfully realizing the principle of dynamic distribution of the
jobs according to the load on a local subcluster. During the
first 20 months of operation, 105 users accumulated 731,188
calculation hours and 1,000,000 hours mark was exceeded in
March 2002. Parallel jobs employing MPI are successfully
executed on the RCG and constitute a noticeable share of the
total RCG load.
The RCG has enabled new scientific research to be accomplished. Users were utilizing the RCG to obtain a scientifically important results since the beginning of the pilot
phase of the project, with twelve conference and journal publications [19] published with the results obtained on the RCG
during the pilot phase of the project (January–October 2000)
alone. As a result, the RCG was considered mature enough to
change status from pilot to production mode. Since that time,
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a large amount of users applied and obtained accounts on the
RCG, resulting in high utilization levels. Due to this increase
in the number of users in the production phase, a priority and
a fairshare system was implemented in AY2001-2002 to regulate the distribution of the resources.
The future development of the RCG will be conducted
along two primary directions. The first is aimed at continuing improving queue system flexibility and user support. This
would include creating and maintaining a more diverse and
efficient series of queues aimed at supporting specific requirements of individual users or group of users and maintaining
the maximum efficiency of CPU resources utilization and allowing selection of hosts best suited to a particular user’s
problem as discussed above. An example of such system of
wrappers and scripts is described in [14]. A more comprehensive system of scripts and wrappers would be implemented to
facilitate batch operations and made them more transparent
for users.
The second direction of effort will be focused on expanding the capability of the RCG by implementing resource
scavaging in addition to the cluster of dedicated computers. By adding personal machines to the common pool during off-time hours, the available computational resources can
be increased several fold, without acquisition of new computer systems. With the heterogeneous operation successfully tested with the aid of the RCG-2 experimental cluster,
the possibility is open to add non-dedicated machines with
diverse operation systems. The next step, necessary for cycle scavaging implementation would be the implementation
of job migration which would allow checkpointing and preempting. This is necessary since the primary owner of a nondedicated computer(s) must be able to migrate the current job
out of owner’ machine without causing its termination. This
requires, however, code recompilation against LSF specific
libraries, which might not be convenient for all users. Users
will be given the choice between waiting in a queue in the
dedicated cluster or being able to access non-dedicated machines at the expense of having to recompile their codes to
include LSF libraries. The addition of machines with different operation systems would also require development of
a more comprehensive set of wrapper codes, providing user
with transparent and system-independent environment.
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Notes
1. While such modification could seem trivial, experience shows that the
instances of code failure caused by incorrect submission procedure remains rather high if any additional options need to be used in the submit
command. It is therefore recommended to implement as many necessary
options in the queue as possible.
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2. We consider user as active, if he or she used the RCG for at least one
thousand CPU hours for production calculations between January 2000
and August 2001. Users requesting but not activating accounts or running
only test job for system familiarization with total CPU time below one
thousand hours are not considered in this paper.
3. Psychology subcluster was inactive since 25 December 2000, with the
short uptime in April 2001. It was upgraded to 8 dual processor nodes
and return to operations in October 2001.
4. To avoid distortion of the distribution by the jobs failed immediately after
dispatch, jobs with execution time below 5 minutes were not considered.
5. For parallel jobs the execution time is a sum of CPU time used by all
requested processors.
6. The individual users on the figure 12 correspond to the individual users
on figure 11.
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